Joint strategies
for future excellence
and
innovation.

What if we understood
our customers better?

What if the focus was interconnectedness
instead of “silo thinking“?

What if all parties thought along
the same lines?

Your organization’s reason for being is to solve
customer’s problems. It is our business to encourage
your organization to look “outside“ – at the customer
and his needs.

Organizations never succeed as well as they can if
collaboration and performance indicators are not
shared among the departments. It is our aim to further
the interconnection between departments and teams
across all levels. Only then will all be prompted to
follow the one common objective.

Due to today’s faster and more complex markets topdown management, i.e. those on top think and those
on the bottom implement, is often not enough.
Discerning clients and a mind-set of well-informed
experts are the key players in today’s businesses.
You can face this development best by using new
agile methods to promote a broader assumption of
responsibility.

What if we considered development
an ongoing task?
At first processes, structures and systems are
restructured. Then, once that is done, it is time to do
something about staff resistance? Nowadays, this
approach makes a prompt reaction to change
impossible. Our model for development that enables
working on all areas simultaneously is Collective
Sensemaking.
Collective Sensemaking is a management method
that aims at creating a common focus and continuous
adjustment to the market.
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Jointly developing
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Joint analysis of the past and
introduction of new perspectives
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Consulting and Management Model
Collective Sensemaking
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What if the organization changed
voluntarily?

What if everyone came to a joint
conclusion?

It is never just about numbers, data and facts.

“We will always remain a component producer.“

If you have ever worked with a balance sheet, you
know that the right questions, explanations and interpretations are just as important. Actual solvency could
directly depend on a credible narrative.

“Our customers are not willing to pay for products of
higher quality.“

Ambiguity is the central challenge for organizations.
Otherwise decision-making would be easy.

“Suddenly, we were overtaken by the crisis.“
Challenges in organizations are narratives. For
example, solutions emerge when narratives relating
to customers and stemming from the periphery find
a forum. In our Collective Sensemaking process the
organization tells each other a new story about the
necessity of development.

Collective Sensemaking creates transparency and a
clear positioning of all parties involved.
Collective Sensemaking is the key to a sustainable
commitment.
Collective Sensemaking only works on a completely
voluntary basis, it dismantles hierarchy and
strengthens a new kind of leadership: defining guide
rails, organizing collaboration and decreasing trans
action costs, instead of control, micro-management
and solitary decisions.

PRAXISFELD Organizational Consulting ...

… is systemic consulting that focuses on business.
… is resource-orientated development aimed at
increased success.

… is a 21st century management method, the knowledge of which we share.
... strengthens management and is all-party based

… is non-directive and non-manipulative.

… integrates appropriate specialist consulting.

… utilizes the intelligence of the organization.

... relies on competence and experience-based learning, instead of on the heaping up of knowledge.

… requires the co-operation of the top management
level.
… relies on measurable and observable results (and
doesn’t believe anything at first)
... takes emotions serious and can manage them.
… meets with hardly any resistance.			
… helps adjust beliefs and expectations to changing
markets.
… does not leave scorched-earth behind.

... strives to uncover collective dysfunctional patterns,
instead of looking for people to blame.
... demands and provokes an explicit assumption of
responsibility.
... helps individuals with their personal development
- even when a separation from the organization
appears necessary
... is based on the assumption that, given the right
conditions, every person has the desire to achieve.
… awakens people’s positive energies.

Implementation

Deciding upon joint strategies
Reassessing feasibility and subsequent decisions
Developing scenarios for the future
Deciding on field of action
Joint diagnosis
Joint analysis
First rough goals
Pressure to change

Organizing Transformation

Implementation from the very beginning

While working on strategy issues and organizational
self-confidence we encourage

PRAXISFELD has been dedicated to action-oriented
learning since 1992. Consequently our consulting
and development projects today still rely on implementation from the start. No-one reaches competence
in their actions without previously experiencing trial
and error. Already the phases of analysis and diagnosis
are stages of implementation since we make sure to
generate something new even at this stage. Totally
pragmatic and without any frills.



communication of decisions



leadership reflection on a regular basis



project management



individual learning

That is what we stand for.

Holger Schlichting, Managing Director

PRAXISFELD Organizational Consulting
is a structured guide to thinking outside
the box.

Outcome: more room for action,
performance and effectiveness.

We create settings for collective development in the
leadership team.

We coach executives and managers who wish to lead
their organization to fresh success.

We arrange expeditions around the generating of
ideas and implementing of improved and new business models, services and products.

A large pool of consultants with many years of experience, both national and international, look forward to
delving into your next challenge.

In cooperation with management we organize a
thorough decision-making process and support the
productive solving of conflicts that develop in relation
to objectives.
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